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A regular rational matrix function is constructed when a tinite part of the 
Laurent series of the function and of its inverse are given at a fmite number of 
points (provided an obvious necessary condition is satisfied). The construction is 
such that the function will have at most one extra pole (or zero), possibly of high 
multiplicity. This construction is further applied to develop local principles for 
factorizations of rational matrix functions. ( 1992 Academu Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider rational n x n matrix valued functions W(i), in other words, 
the entries of W(i) are scalar rational functions ( =quotients of polyno- 
mials) of the complex variable /1 with complex coefficients. Such a function 
W(A) is called regular if det W(A) $0, or, equivalently, if W(1) is invertible 
as a matrix over the field of scalar rational functions. Only regular rational 
matrix functions will be considered in this paper. A point & E @ u { ;c } is 
called a pole of f+‘(L) if it is a pole of at least one entry in W(i). A point 
&ECU {CD} is called a zero of W(i) if it is a pole of W(d))‘. 
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Given a (regular) rational n x n matrix function W(J) and a point 1, E C, 
consider the Laurent series of W(A) in a neighborhood of E.,, 
% 
WJ.)= 1 w ,./ “(i-l.,)‘, (1.1) 
/=h 
where h-b0 is an integer. The function 
will be called the fth Laurent purr of W(A) at 1, (here I is any integer 
greater than or equal to k). The Ith Laurent part ET=, W,..L Pi of W(1) 
at infinity is detined analogously. The interpolation problem we solve in 
this paper can be stated as follows: Given a finite set of points ,E in the 
extended complex plane, and for each 11 E Z given the functions 
(here k = k(,u), I= 1(/l) depend on p) find, if possible, a rational matrix 
function W(A) such that V,,(A) is the Ith Laurent part of W(E.) at p and 
U,,(A) is the Ith Laurent part of W(A)- ’ at p, for all p E C. This problem 
will be called the Laurent interpolation problem. Clearly, if such a function 
l+(i) exists, we would like W(A) we have as few as possible “extra” zeros 
or poles (some zeros and poles of W(i) are inevitable by virtue of the given 
Ith Laurent parts of W(%) and of W(A))‘.) It turns out that one can do 
with only one preselected extra pole (possibly of high multiplicity), or, 
alternatively, with only one extra zero of W’(1). 
The Laurent interpolation problem can be viewed as the problem of 
reconstruction of a rational matrix function given its local data in terms of 
the Ith Laurent parts of the function and its inverse. Many interpolation 
problems of this kind, with other data (such as null-pole triples 
[GKRl; GKR2], values of the function and several of its derivatives at 
given points [AA 1; AA2], residue interpolation [ BGR2; BGR3]), have 
been studied recently (see also the monograph [BGRl]). The Ith Laurent 
parts of the function and its inverse are the most informative local data, for 
I sufficiently large, in the sense that the other types of local data studied in 
the literature (e.g., null pole triples) are uniquely determined by the Ith 
Laurent parts of the function and its inverse, but not vice versa. For 
meromorphic matrix and operator functions the Laurent interpolation 
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problem was studied in [GR]. There, if a solution exists, then a 
meromorphic interpolant with no “extra” poles and zeros can be found. 
However, in the class of rational functions the “extra” poles and zeros are 
generally inevitable, as simple scalar examples show. 
The Laurent interpolation problem is motivated also by applications to 
various problems of minimal factorization. (See Section 3 for the definition 
and some basic properties of minimal factorizations.) Using the solution to 
the Laurent interpolation problem, in Section 3 we prove a local principle 
for factorization of rational matrix functions. Roughly speaking, the local 
principle says that if for every p E @ u .( x8 ) there is a factorization W(i.) = 
W,,,(A) . W,,,(A) of a given rational matrix function IV(A), then there is 
also a factorization 
W(i) = W,(l). . . Wr(E.). 
where for every p belonging to a finite set the local behavior of Wi(J) at 
p is the same as that of W,,(i) at p (i = 1, . . . . r). By local behavior we mean 
here the Ith parts of the Laurent series of a function and of its inverse in 
a neighborhood of I(. Several variations and corollaries of the local prin- 
ciple are given as well, with emphasis on minimal factorizations. Symmetric 
versions of the local principle are considered in Section 4. 
2. LAURENT INTERPOLATION:THE MAIN RESULT 
We now state the main result of this paper. By the extended complex 
plane we mean C u {m ), we shall denote this by C. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Z be a finite set of points in the extended comp1e.u 
plane, and for each p E .Z let there be given n x n matrices 
Vp’,(E.); p = -k(p), . . . . I(p) 
and 
U,(p); p = -UP), ..‘, 0) 
lvith the property that at least one of V_,,,,,(p), Kk,,,(p) is different from 
zero, and the following equalities are valid for q = - 2k(p), . . . . i(p) -k(p): 
4+k(Pl 
c V,(P) U,-,(P) = 
0 if q#O 
P= -kllrl 
( if q=o 
y+kCpl 
c Up(P) V,-,(P)= 
0 if q#O 
p= -k(p) 
I if q=O. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
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Here k(p) 2 0 and l(u) > -k(u) are integers. Let also a point &E C\\,C he 
given. Then there exists a regular rational n x n matri.v function W(A) with 
the following properties : 
(i) For FEZ the I(u)th part af the Laurent series of W(A) at u is 
i.e., the .function 
[ 
/( P) 
W(d)- 1 (i-p)“V,(p) (l-p)-“j+’ 1 (2.3) p= -/rip) 
is analytic at u. 
(ii) For p EL the I(u)th part of rhe Laurent series of W(A))’ at u is 
i.e., the function 
is analytic at u. 
(iii) The function W(A) has no poles in c\(Zu {&}); in other words, 
the only point in the extended complex plane outside of .X \i?here W(A) might 
have a pole is i.,. 
We make several remarks before starting the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Remark 2.2. The equalities (2.1) and (2.2) are clearly necessary for 
existence of a regular rational n x n matrix function W(A) with the proper- 
ties (i) and (ii). Indeed, these equalities follow upon writing 
W(A) W(l)-’ = A w(l.)-‘W(i)=1 
and developing the left-hand sides into Laurent series in a neighborhood of 
each ,u E 2. 
Remark 2.3. The case k(u) = 0 is not excluded in Theorem 2.1. In this 
case, the function W(A) actually has no poles and no zeros at A = p. This 
can be used, for example, to ensure (under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1) 
existence of W(A) with the properties (it(iii) and which satisfies, in 
409 164’2-15 
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addition, W(pO) = Z, where p0 is a preselected point in C /(Z u {A,) ) and 
put k(p,) = I(pO) = 0; V,,(pc,) = (/J/1,,) = I. Often one selects p0 = ‘xl (if the 
infinity does not belong to Z u { %, I). By the same token, one can require 
that, on top of the properties (i))(iii), that IV(A) has no zeros in a pre- 
selected finite set Z, which does not intersect Z u {IO). 
Remark 2.4. Simple scalar examples show that one cannot replace (iii) 
in Theorem 2.1 by ‘the function W(i.) has no poles in c:‘?J.” In other 
words, the point i., where “extra” poles of U’(i) could be “dumped” is 
essential. Indeed, let n= 1, Z= (O{, k(O)= 1, I(O)= -1, V-,=0, LJ-, = 1. 
Then any scalar regular rational functions W(i) with condition (ii) must 
have a zero at i = 0. But being rational, W(i) also must have a pole some- 
where in C; condition (iii) means that this pole can be put in any E.,#O 
chosen in advance. 
Remark 2.5. The hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are symmetric with respect 
to the Laurent coefficients of W(%) and the Laurent coefficients of IV(A))‘. 
Consequently, an analogous result holds if we replace “pole(s)” by 
“zero(s)” in condition (iii ). 
Remark 2.6. In case tr = 1, i.e., the scalar case, the particular case when 
I(p) = - 1 for every FEZ is a consequence of the proof of the Mittag- 
Leffler theorem as given in, e.g., [Cl. Furthermore, the case n = 1, 
j(p) = - 1 or k(p) = 0 is a consequence of the results of [GKRl, GKR2, 
GKLR]. Indeed, in the scalar case, giving the principal part of the Laurent 
series at each p E I is equivalent to giving a left pole pair for the function 
to be constructed. We could reduce the scalar case to one of the cases 
discussed above; instead, for the sake of completeness, we give a full proof 
of the scalar case, as it is used heavily in the remainder of the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof will be given in several steps. To start 
with, it will be convenient to assume that .Zc C and &EC (i.e., infinity 
does not belong to Zu {A,}); the genera1 case is easily reduced to this by 
replacing W(A) with U’(cp(A)), where cp(A) = (aA + b)(c), + d))’ is a suitable 
Moebius map (ad- bc # 0). 
The first four steps of the proof will concern the scalar case. In the final 
step the theorem is proved by induction on the size of the matrix function 
W(i). 
Step 1. Let be given a finite set Cc C and given m(p) complex num- 
bers v&h . . . . L’,,r,L,,-I P ( ) for every p E Z, and let 1, E C \Z. There exists a 
scalar rational function W(A) with the following properties: A0 is the only 
point in c, where W(l) might have a pole; the jth derivative of W(A) at 
p is equal to V,(p), for j = 0, . . . . m(p) - 1 and for every p E Z. 
Proof qf Step 1. Without loss of generality we can assume that 
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m = M(P) is actually independent of ii. One can take W(1.) in the form (we 
let p,, . . . . pr be all the distinct points in X) 
where the coefftcients P,, are chosen so that for the function 
w,(n)=(j.-~,)-““iE.-~,)~“’ fi L-P.~)“* 
( 
,,I I 
i”‘+ 1 E./P,, 
,=I , =o > 
we have that its jth derivative at pi is equal to V;(p,), j=O, . . . . m - 1. It is 
easy to see that such choice of P, is always possible. 
Step 2. Let Z and i., be as in Step 1. For every j.~ E Z let 
V,,,,,(p 1, . ..’ L’- ,,,)(p) be complex numbers with c’- ,,,,P,(/l) #O (here m(p) 
and q(p) are integers, where m(p) > 0 and q(p) b -m(p)). Then there exists 
rational scalar function W,(A) with the following properties: the only pole 
(if any) of W,(A) in c is at /L,,; every point Jo E JI is a zero of W,(i,); and 
[ 
YlOl 
w,(A)-‘- c (A-p)-‘V,(p) (l-jl-q’if’-’ 1 (2.5) , = -“,,/,I 
is analytic in a neighborhood of p, for every p E Z. 
Proof of’Srep 2. The condition (2.5) will be satisfied if we construct a 
scalar rational function f+‘,(A) whose first 2m(p) + q(p) - 1 derivatives 
(starting with the value cI/,(A), i.e., the zeroth derivative) at A =p are 
prescribed, for every FEZ. The construction of such W,(E.) is given in 
Step 1. 
Step 3. Given Z, A,, and V,,(,,,(p), . . . . K,,,,,,(p) for every FEZ as in 
Step 2 (in particular, VmmINCL,, ZO). Then there exists a rational scalar 
function W,(A) whose poles in C:I,Z might be only at A0 and such that 
[ 
YIPI 
W,(i)- 1 (i-pylyp) (A-p)p-’ 
j= -rrr,p, 1 
is analytic in a neighborhood of p, for all p E Z. 
Proof: We look for W,(A) in the form 
W,(A)= n (A-p)-“““‘fV(E”), 
/1 t r 
where the rational matrix function I?‘(A) has the following properties: i, is 
the only point in c where f%‘(A) might have a pole; the j th derivative of 
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@‘(A) at ,D is prescribed for j=O, . . . . m(p) + q(p) - 1 and for every FEZ. 
Such w(i) is given in Step 1. 
Step 4. Theorem 2.1 holds for n = 1 (i.e.. for scalar valued functions). 
Proof of Step 4. We put k = k(p ). Let Z = Z, u Z, u Z,, where Z, is 
the set of all p E Z for which k > 0 and K,(p) # 0; Z, is the set of all ,U E Z 
for which k > 0 and V_,(p) # 0, Z, is the set of all p E Z for which k = 0. 
Because of equalities (2.1) we have 
k’-,(p)= ... = V_,(p)=0 
for every p ~2,. By Step 2 there exists a scalar rational function IV,(A) 
without poles in c’i\{&), such that the points in C, are zeros of ul, and 
the function 
0 1, J
We(i)-‘- c U,(p)(%-p)’ (i-p)-““‘-’ 
I= -k(p) 1 
is analytic in a neighborhood of p E Z,, for every c(EZ,. By Step 3, there 
exists a rational scalar function IV,(A) such that the poles of W,(A) in 
C \Z, might be only at i,,, and for every /A E Z, the function 
41’) 
w,(n)- c v~(p)(%-py (1-p)-““‘-’ 
,= -klpl 1 
is analytic in a neighborhood of ~1. Put IV(A)= w,(A) u/,(A) IV,(A), where 
the rational scalar function W,(A) will be chosen in such a way that the 
requirements of the theorem hold for this W(A). To this end pick PE~C?, 
and write the Taylor series 
% -7I 
W,(l) = c T,j(% - p)‘. w,(n) = x T*,(% - py, 
J = 0 j=o 
where Toi and Y,, are complex numbers. It is easily seen that (2.3) is 
analytic in a neighborhood of ,U if and only if (we put k = k(p), I = 1(p)) 
1 T,,v-k+,@&= V-k+#), j=o, 1, . . ..l+k. (2.6) 
where the sum of the left-hand side is taken over all triples p, q, r of 
non-negative integers such that p + q + r = j. The equalities (2.6) define 
uniquely TZO? . . . . T2.k + ,, where Tzo = T&,’ is non-zero. On the other hand, 
for ~EC, write the Taylor series 
w*(n)-’ = f &,(A - p)‘, 
J=o j=o 
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Then analogously we find that (2.4) is analytic in a neighborhood of p if 
and only if the coefficients SZO, . . . . S2,k+, take prescribed values, with 
S,, # 0. So we have to prove the existence of a rational scalar function 
IV,(%) such that the only pole of W,(i) is at i., and such that for every 
p E Z the numbers WY’(p), j= 0, . . . . q are prescribed (q depends on p) with 
B’,(p) non-zero. But the existence of such Wz(l) follows from Step 1. 
Step 5. Assume now that the theorem is proved for matrices of sizes 
n - 1, and we shall prove the theorem for matrices of size n. 
Proc$ In the proof of this step we use the proof of Theorem 3.1 in 
[GR], with some modifications. Fix ~(EZ, and let k= k(p), I= I(p). We 
know that at least one of the matrices VPk(p) and U-,(p) is non-zero 
(actually, both V-,(p) and K,(p) are nonsingular if k=O). Let, for 
instance, b’Yx-(p) # 0. Let G, and F, be invertible matrices such that 
F-, := (2.7) 
where I, is the r x r identity matrix (r depends on p). Assume that we have 
already constructed matrices G,, F, for 0 6 q < p d l+ k, and we shall 
prove the existence of matrces G,, F, such that the matrix 
B-ktp:= 1 G, b’,b)F,. (2.8) 
.s+ I+,‘= -kfp 
.s.v20;/>,> -k 
has the form [t ‘11 when partitioned as in (2.7). Indeed, write 
v -Lfp = G, bb)Fo + Go bb)Fp + Q 
where 
Q= Q, Qr [ 1 QJ Q4 
is the part of (2.8) which does not depend on G, and F,, partitioned as in 
(2.7). Evidently, by choosing 
G,= - ‘I Q2 Go, F,=F~ ; -Q2 [ 1 QJ Pa [ 1 0 
we ensure the desired form of 8-,+,. Thus we have constructed 
VP,, . ..) 8, with the properties that r_, = [i i] and 8-,+ ,, . . . . PI have 
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the form [z p]. If it happens that V-,(p) is invertible, we choose G, and 
F, so that l?,=Z and choose the subsequent G, and F, so that 
F-k+, = “’ = P, = 0. In the sequel we will only use the properties that 
v-k=[:, f]. v,=[; 01, j=-k+l,..., I, (2.9) 
where * denote (n - 1) x (n - 1) matrices if there is no immediate interest. 
For convenience, we use the notation f.(Z,, . . . . Z,) for the block lower 
triangular Toeplitz matrix 
z, 0 0 ... 0’ 
z, z, 0 “’ 0 
From the definition of v, it follows that 
L(F,, vmp+,, . . . . B,, 
I. 
=L(G,, G,. . . . . Gk+,).L(V-&I, V-~+,(P), . . . . V,(P)) 
.L(F,, F,, . . . . F/; +I). (2.10) 
Let G,-, <,: (.j= 0, . . . . k + I) and i?, (j= -k, . . . . I) be n x n matrices 
defined by the equalities 
L(G,, G,, . . . . G,+,)=(L(G,, GI, . . . . Gk+,))-‘, (2.11) 
L(F,-, F,, . . . . FL+,)= (UF,,, F,, . . . . F,+,))-‘, (2.12) 
L(E,, zimr-,,, . ..) ti,) 
=UF,-, F,, . . . . FL-+,) L(U-,(p), Up,+ I(p), . . . . C’,(p)) 
. L(G,, G,, . . . . G,,,). (2.13) 
Using equalities (2.1) and (2.2) and the definitions of G,-, F;-, and ni given 
by (2.11)-(2.13), we see that 
L( F-k. V-k+,, . . . . V,bL&., O-k+,, . . . . 0,) 
=L(O_,, a-,+ I,..‘, ti,)‘L(8p,, 8_,+ ,,.... P,) 
= L(D,. D,, . . . . Dli.0, (2.14) 
where D., are the n x n zero matrices except for D, which is the n x n iden- 
tity matrix. The equalities (2.14), together with (2.9), now imply that oj 
(j= -k, -k+ 1, . . . . I) are of the form [ 2 <:,I (with 6, (n - 1) x (n - 1) 
matrices). Indeed, 
2 x 2 block matrix 
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this implication follows from the obvious fact that if a 
[; f] with (n - 1) x (n - 1) block 6 satisfies 
then necessarily cp = 0 and a= 0. 
If V-Jp)=O but KJp)#O, then we define vj and 0, by (2.10))(2.13), 
where F; and G; are invertible matrices such that 
F,-U-,(p) G, = 
and F,:, G,- (j= 1, . . . . k + f) are chosen so that the matrices &, +[, . . . . 6, 
have the form [g z]. As above, one verifies that vi(j= -k, . . . . I) are also 
of the form [i ‘11. 
Thus, for every p E Z we have constructed matrices G,= G,,(p), 
s=F@), 9; =-G;(p), F;(p) (O<pdk+l, where k,l depend on II), 
V,= V,(p), U,= U,(p) (j= -k, . . . . I) such that the equalities (2.10)-(2.13) 
hold and 
v,= v;;‘o y, Oi@ 0; (j = -k, . . . . I), 
where vj, a,! are 1 x 1 matrices and p,Y, 0.;’ are (n - I )x (n - 1) matrices. 
By the induction hypothesis, there exists a rational matrix function 
@‘(A)= p(J)@ l?‘(1) such that the pole of m(;i) outside c\,J can be 
only at &,, and for every p E L the matrix functions 
[ 
@(/I,- t, q-p)P (l-p)-‘-‘: 
p= -k I 
i 
@(I.-‘- i: &(i-p)” (i-/l-‘-l 
p= -k 1 
are analytic in a neighborhood of p. Using Step 1 (applied entrywise) we 
find rational matrix functions G(I) and F(%) which are analytic in C\{ &I 
and such that for every p E Z we have 
G%~=$X(P), r = 0, . . . . k + I; 
F”‘(P)=+), r = 0, . . . . k + I. 
Then the function W(l)=G(I) @‘(A) F(A) satisfies the requirements of 
Theorem 2.1. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is completed. 1 
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It is of interest to find an upper bound for the degree of Laurent inter- 
polant. Let us recall this notion. Given a regular rational matrix W(J) and 
its Laurent series 
W(d) = 1 W,(E. - &)).‘, 2, E @, 
;=li 
where k < 0 and W, depend on A,, the local pole multiplicity 6( W, I.,) of 
W(L) at Jo is defined as follows: 
Analogously, the local pole multiplicity 6( W: ‘Y, ) of W(A) at E# is defined. 
The sum 
is called the degree of W(1) and is denoted 6( W). This notion was intro- 
duced in [M]; and see [K] and the monographs [BGRl; GLRl; BGK] 
for more information and properties of the degree. Here we mention only 
that 6(W)=6(Wm’). 
We give an upper bound for the degree of W(A) constructed in 
Theorem 2.1, in terms of the following numbers: 
n the size of W(i) 
r=ICI the number of points in 1 
The proof of Step 4 in the proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that for a scalar 
function an upper bound is given by 5pr. Let b(n, p, r) be the upper bound 
for the degree of W(A) constructed in Theorem 2.1. We take 6( 1, p, r) = 5pr. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that 
b(n, p, r) < n’pr max(6( 1, p, r) + b(n - 1, p, r), 
42, p, r) + b(n - 2, p, r), . . . . b(n - 1, p, r) + Nl, p, r)) 
<2n2pr.b(n- 1, p, r), 
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where the last inequality is obtained by assuming b(k, p, r) < h(n - 1, p, Y) 
for 1 <k < n - 1. It follows that an upper bound for the degree of the 
interpolant IV(i) constructed in Theorem 4.1 is 5 .2”- ‘(n!)‘p”r”. 
It is an open problem to find the minimal possible degee of a rational 
matrix function that solves a Laurent interpolation problem. In this con- 
nection we point out that for several other interpolation problems for 
rational matrix functions the minimal possible degree of an interpolant is 
known and all interpolants of minimal degree are described (see [AAZ; 
GKRl, ABKW]). 
3. LOCAL MINIMAL FACTORIZATIONS 
We apply the result of Theorem 2.1 to study some local versus global 
properties of factorizations of rational matrix functions. Although our main 
goal will be studying minimal factorizations, we start with factorizations in 
general. Throughout this section we consider factorizations of type 
W(i) = W,(A) W,(A). . . W,(2), (3.1) 
where W,(%), . . . . IV,(%) (and hence also W(A)) are regular n x n rational 
matrix functions. The number of factors r is assumed to be 32. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let R c c be a finite set, and for ever>, p E R let be given 
a factorization 
W(i)= W,,,(A) W,,(i)... WJi)’ (3.2) 
bvhere W( A.) is a fixed rational matrix function. Choose a point A0 E c \$I. 
Then there exists a factorization 
W(A)= W,(i) WZ(%)‘.. W,(A) (3.3) 
with the follo\cing properties (here 1 is a positive integer chosen in advance): 
(i) for every p E Q, the lth Laurent part qf W, at p coincides with the 
lth Laurent part of W, at p; j= 1, . . . . r. 
(ii) for every p E Q, the lth Laurent part of W,- ’ at p coincides with 
the lth Laurent part of W,T; ’ at p; j = 1, . . . . r. 
(iii) all the poles of each of the functions W,(A), . . . . W,-,(A) lie in 
Q v (&,}, while all the zeros qf W,(A) lie in Q u {&) u {the set of zeros of 
WA)). 
Proof. Using Theorem 2.1, for a given 1’ B 1 (which will be chosen later) 
find rational matrix functions W,(A), . . . . W, ~ ,(A) such that for very p E 52, 
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the I’ th Laurent part of W, (resp. W,- ’ ) at p coincides with the I’th 
Laurent part of W,,l (resp. W,;‘) at ,~(j= 1, . . . . r - l), and i,, is the only 
possible pole of W,(%), ___, WP 1(i) outside R. Choose I’ so large that for 
every p E Q the Ith Laurent part of W,-l, W’rm12 ... W;’ W at p coincides 
with the Ith Laurent part of 
at 11, and the Ith Laurent part of W-’ W, W, . W,- , at p coincides with 
the Ith Laurent part of 
at p. Letting U;: = WrP/, ... W; ’ W, the conclusions of the theorem 
follow. 1 
Of course, there is nothing special about WV in (iii). An analogous result 
holds when any fixed WiO replaces W, in (iii) (then W,, . . . . W,- , , 
rvio+ 13 ...7 W, replaces W, , . . . . W,-, , respectively.). 
A variant of Theorem 3.1 is obtained when in the factorization (3.1) we 
replace W(A) by another rational matrix function (but keeping the same 
fth Laurent parts of the function and of its inerse at a finite number of 
points ). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let R, A0 and the .factorizations (3.2) be as in 
Theorem 3.1. Then there exists a factorization 
P(A)= W,(i) W2(%).” W,(i), (3.4) 
bl,here the rational matrix functions W,(A), . . . . W,(A) haue the properties (i) 
and (ii) qf Theorem 3.1, and, in addition, the following properties hold true: 
(iii) The functions W,(l), . . . . W,(A) have no poles outside Q u (A,]. 
(iv) For every p EQ, the Ith Laurent part of m (resp. I@‘) at p coin- 
cides with the lth Laurent part of W (resp. We- ’ ) at p. 
The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 3.1, but now we find all 
W,(A), ..., W,(A ) using Theorem 2.1, and define @‘(A) by the equality (3.4). 
Similar result holds with “poles” in (iii) replaced by “zeros.” 
Consider now the special case of minimal factorizations. A factorization 
(3.1) is called minimal at p if the local pole multiplicities of W,, . . . . W, at 
,u add up to the local pole multiplicity of W at p: 
d(W;p)= c S(W;;p). 
,=I 
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See the monographs [BGRl, GLRI, BGK] for a comprehensive treatment 
of minimal factorizations. In particular, (3.1) is minimal at p if p is not a 
pole of any of the functions W,, . . . . W,. Also observe that (3.1) is minimal 
at 1 if and only if 
w-l= w--‘H’-’ .,. w-1 r r-l I 
is. For a given set S c c, we say that (3.1) is minimal in S if it is minimal 
at every p E S. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let W(i,) be a (regulur) n x n rational matrix function, 
und assume that -for eoer), p E c there is a factorization 
W(A)= W,,,(A) W,,,(A)‘.. W,,(i) (3.5) 
which is minimal at p. Choose a finite set Q c c thar contains all zeros and 
poles qf W(A), and choose a point I., E C’\R. Then there exists a.factorization 
P(i)= W,(A) W?(A)... M’,(i) (3.6) 
with the following properties : 
(i) The .factorization (3.6) is minimal in C! {&I. 
(ii) For every PER the lth Laurent part of W,(2) (resp. w,(A)-‘) 
coincides with the Ith Laurent part of W,,(i) (resp. W,,,(A) ’ ) for j = 1, . . . . r. 
(iii) For eoerj* p E Q the Ith Laurent part qf @ (resp. mu ‘) coincides 
rvith the lth Laurent part of W (resp. W--l). 
Here I is a preselected positive integer. 
Proof. Observe that, as it follows from the definition of a minimal 
factorization, the factorization (3.6) will be minimal at p as long as (3.5) 
will be minimal at p and the Ith Laurent part of Wj (resp. W,:‘) coincides 
with the Ith Laurent part of W,, (resp. W,; ‘) for j= 1, . . . . r, where 1 is 
sufficiently large. Now apply Theorem 3.2 and note that because 
W,(A), . . . . W,(A) have no poles outside Q u {J&} the factorization (3.6) 
must be minimal outside R u {& ). Thus, the only possible point of 
non-minimality of (3.6) is ,I,. 1 
Again, a variation of the local principle given in Theorem 3.3 is obtained 
if one insists on using the same rational function W(A) (instead of @(A)) 
in Theorem 3.3: 
THEOREM 3.4. Let the facrorizution (3.5), and a finite set W, be gicen as 
in Theorem 3.3. Choose a finite set @ 3 R. Then there exisls a factorization 
W(i)= W,(l) W,(i). W,(A) (3.7) 
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with the properties (ii) arid (iii) of Theorem 3.3 and with the additional 
property that it is minimal in @. 
Proqf: Choose a point &,$ @. Argue as in the proof of Theorem 3.3, 
using Theorem 3.1 in place of Theorem 3.2 and requiring (in addition to 
the properties described in Theorem 3.1) that the zeros of each of the func- 
tion U’,(i.), . . . . wrp, (i) lie outside @‘,:R. The feasibility of this requirement 
is indicated in Remark 2.3. If follows then that 
l+‘,= wr’, . w,‘pf 
has the local pole multiplicity at each point p E @\Q equal 6( W; p). Since 
the functions W,, . . . . IV-, have no poles in @\\,I?, we obtain that the 
factorization (3.7) is minimal in @j,sZ. Finally, the minimality of (3.7) in Q 
follows from (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 3.3 (if I is sufficiently large). 1 
4. LOCAL MINIMAL FACTORIZATIONS WITH SYMMETRIES 
Rational matrix functions with symmetries (such as hermitian on the real 
line) play an important role in systems and control (see, e.g., [BS; W; EP; 
LP] ), and recently minimal factorizations of such functions that respect the 
symmetry have been extensively studied (see [GLR2; RR; ABGR]). The 
result of Theorem 2.1 can be used to obtain symmetric versions of the local 
principles for factorizations of rational matrix functions (in the spirit of 
Section 3). In this section we present two theorems of this kind. 
We consider a rather large class of symmetries. Choose a field 
automorphism K of the complex field @, choose a linear fractional map 
cp(l) = (an + b)(cL + d) -I, where ad- bc # 0 and a, 6, c, d are fixed com- 
plex numbers; also choose a regular rational n x n matrix function M(i), 
and finally choose one of the following four operations on invertible n x n 
matrices A (denoted by the superscript “): A’ = A for all such A; A” = A -’ 
for all .4, A’ = AT for all A; A” = (AT)-’ for all A. Then for every regular 
rational n x n matrix function W(A) = [,v,(%)]: ;=, define the regular 
rational n x n matrix function F(W)(L) by the rule 
where for a scalar rational function 
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(a,, ~,EC) we put 
Thus, we obtain a map F of the set GL,,(R(L)) of all regular n x n rational 
matrix functions onto itself. Such maps F can also be identified intrinsically 
as follows (see [D; ABGR]): Any group automorphism or group 
antiautomorphism of GL,,(R(A)) has the form (4.1) up to multiplication by 
a scalar. More precisely. if X : GL,,( R( 1)) -+ GL,,( R(i)) is a bijective map 
such that X( W, IV?) = H( W,) X( W,) for all W,, W2 E GL,(R(I.)) or 
,X( W, W,) = .X( Wz) 3yi( W,) for all W,, W, E GL,,(R(I)), and, moreover, 
.X( I+-‘) = (X( IF)))’ for all WE GL,,(R(A), then there exists a choice of 
K, cp, M(/I), and ’ as above such that 
&‘( W) = ti( W) F( W) 
for all WE GL,( R(i.)), where F is given by (4.1) and K( W) is a complex 
number depending on W. 
In the rest of this section we fix the map F given by (4.1), for a selection 
of K, cp, M(d), and ‘. The next result is an analogue of Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let W(A)EGL,(R(I)), and let .for every ~EQ. where 
52 c C is a fixed finite set, be given a .factorization 
W(A) = W,,,(2) W,,,(A) F( I+‘,#.). 
Choose a point 1, E c ‘I&?. Then there exists a factorization 
(4.2) 
W(A) = W,(J) W,(A) F( @‘,)(A) 
with the properties (here 1 is a positive integer chosen in advunce): 
(i) for every p E R the Itk Laurent part of Wi at p coincides with the 
Ith Laurent part of W,, at p, j= 1, 2; 
(ii) for every p E 52 the Ith Laurent part of Wim ’ at p coincides with the 
lth Laurent part of Wi; ’ at p, j = 1, 2; 
(iii) let d=cp-‘(K(Q))= {A,E~: cp(i,)=K(p)for some ~LEQ}; then 
for every p Ed the Ith Laurent part of F( W,) (resp. F( W,)- ‘) at p coincides 
with the lth Laurent part of F( W,,) (resp. F( W,,) -‘) at ,a. 
(v) ail the poles of W,(A) lie in Ru {Ao]. 
Proof: The proof follows the same pattern as that of Theorem 3.1. 
Namely, fix 1’ 2 1 sufficiently large, and by using Theorem 2.1 find 
W, E GL,(R(I)) such that for every ~LESZ the I’th Laurent part of W, 
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(resp. W;‘) at p coincides with the I’th Laurent part of W, (resp. WC,‘) at 
p, and & is the only possible pole of W, outside Q. Then let U’,(i) = 
W,(;l)P’W(E.)(F( W,)(i)- ’ to satisfy the requirements of Theorem4.1. 1 
As in Section 3, the result of Theorem 4.1 can be specialized to minimal 
factorizations. We leave this specialization to interested readers. 
We conclude with a variation of Theorem 4.1, where the function E’(i) 
is not kept fixed. The proof follows the same approach as that of 
Theorem 3.2 and therefore is omitted. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let W(A), Q, and & he as in Theorem 4.1, and let a 
factorization (4.2) of W(A) for every p EQ he gitlen. Then there esists a 
factorization 
G(A) = W,(i) W&i.) F( W, )(A) 
bcdth the properties (i), (ii ), (iii) of Theorem 4.1 and the following properties : 
(iv) for eaeqv ,~ER the Ith Laurent part qf I@ (resp. I%-‘) at p 
coincides with the Ith Laurent part of W (resp. WP I) at ,u; 
(v) all the poles of W,(1) and W,(J) lie in Ru (&). 
As in Theorem 4.1, here 1 is a posititle integer chosen in advance. 
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